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Happy Anniversary 
by Rabbi David-Seth Kirshner

We have a family tradition that each summer when we are in Israel, we take 
family pictures. Some are head shots of the kids, some are funny poses and some 
are shots of all four of us. After doing this for the past 8 years, it is dreamlike to 
look back at these pictures and see the growth and development of our kids and 
the graying of my beard. 
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We have a family tradition that each summer when we are in Israel, we take family 
pictures. Some are head shots of the kids, some are funny poses and some are shots 
of all four of us. After doing this for the past 8 years, it is dreamlike to look back at 
these pictures and see the growth and development of our kids and the graying of 
my beard. We remember those days with sweetness and the time that marked those 
pictures. That was the summer my dad died, and that was the summer of the war, and 
that was the summer when she expressed this independence. 

Each time we look at these pictures I cannot help but think of what next year’s 
pictures will look like. I wonder at what age will this custom cease because we cannot 
all be in Israel together. What will happen when we will look back on next years’ 
pictures in three years? What will we see then that we cannot see today? What will 
mark that time?  This is what Dr. Yehuda Kurtzer titles in his book, The Future of the 
Jewish Past. How will we look back and remember the times we experience yesterday, 
today and tomorrow? 

 This is the very essence of an anniversary: a time when we look back, forward and 
take stock of what is now and critically appreciate what was, what is and what will be. 

This year of 5778 holds in it milestone anniversaries for important times in shaping 
our shared history. It has been 120 years since the first Zionist Congress, where the 
idea of a modern Jewish state was first dreamt. It has been 100 years since the Balfour 
Declaration made in Britain for a state for a Jewish people. It has been 80 years since 
the Peel Commission looked critically at this land called Israel,  and 70 years since 
the UN Partition plan of two states for two peoples. It has been 50 years since the 
miraculous victory of the 6-Day War, 30 years since the first Intifada, and 25 years 
since the Oslo Accords. 

These landmarks of time are reason for us to pause and look backward and forward 
and to reflect on how these events have shaped our lives: both the lives we received 
and the lives we will shape. It also calls upon us to make thoughtful decisions and 
contributions on how the next mile markers that our great grandchildren will 
inherent from us, will demonstrate our values and the world we want them to inherit. 

This year of 5778, we ask you to grab the hand of your neighbor and take a journey 
with us. Look deeply into the dancing flames of the candles on the proverbial cake of 
anniversary and see our past, present and future. See your ancestors in the narrative 
of the past and add your voice to the narrative of our shared future. We can only do 
this together. I am excited to take these steps back towards our future with you. 

Shana Tova.

Rabbi David-Seth Kirshner

Happy Anniversary
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Rabbi Alex Freedman 
Associate Rabbi

Keeping The Faith

a letteR fRom ouR assistaNt RaBBi

a letteR fRom ouR CaNtOR

Dear friends,

Another year passed, we are at the end of summer days and about to start another 
year. What have changed in the past year? We feel like we are living in a vulnerable 
world, terror can strike anywhere, world leaders change their minds time and 
again, and there is nowhere safe. In this situation that became our reality, a 
reality that is hard to understand and accept and even harder to explain to our 
children I feel that the only way to keep going is with faith, deep faith that there is 
someone above us that has a better plan for all of us. I believe that with the power 
of our faith and prayers as individuals and as a congregation praying together 
in our beautiful sanctuary we can find the world a better place. For me the best 
connection is through music and I invite you to join my journey. Join us for 
services on Shabbat and holidays, be inspired by the music and Torah study and 
make your world an easier place to live in. Give your children and grandchildren 
the magic tools of our tradition and faith that helps us see all the good that is in 

this world. Everyone around us talks about Tikkun Olam, but in order for us to fix the world we have to start within ourselves, as 
individuals and as a congregation.

I wish you all a great year. Let’s keep our faith, work on making our homes a safe place for our families and our congregation and 
temple a place we can turn to on a daily basis for inspiration of all the good that G-d is giving us in this world.

L’shana Tova, Love,

Israel Singer, your cantor.

Cantor Israel Singer 

“Rabban Shimon ben Gamliel said: Israel had no greater days of joy than the fifteenth of Av 
and Yom Kippur”  (Mishna Taanit 4:8).

Happy Yom Kippur. Wait. Happy Yom Kippur

That’s not a typo. In the days of the Talmud, Yom Kippur was one of two days 
when young men and women would go out into the field and look for their 
Beshert.

The “Matza Ball” dimension of the holiday is lost, but the underlying joy persists.

As with many things, the critical factor is attitude. For many Jews, Yom Kippur is 
a day of suffering. The Shofar blast at the day’s end signals only the time to eat 
again. This view misunderstands the day’s essence.

For many other Jews, Yom Kippur is the day to look forward to. The Shofar blast 
marks forgiveness from G-d, which is worthy of celebrating with others at a feast.

Over time I’ve gravitated toward the second viewpoint, and I invite you to give this 
a try. I look at Yom Kippur like the half-marathons I’ve run: it requires preparation; it’s hard work throughout; but crossing that 
finish line, I feel an immense sense of achievement. And that’s worth celebrating.

Shanah Tovah, 

Rabbi Alex Freedman

Happy Yom Kippur
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hOLidays

Rosh Hashanah Yom Kippur

date 1st and 2nd of tishrei, which corresponds to 

Wednesday, september 20th after sunset. the 

holiday lasts for two days here and in israel.

10th of tishrei, which corresponds to  

friday, september 29th after sunset. the  

holiday is 25 hours long here and in israel.

about Rosh hashanah is the holiday which celebrates 

the birthday of the world and the date in 

which people are judged.

Yom Kippur is the day of atonement. it is 

a fixed time to allow us to seek forgiveness 

from family, friends, ourselves and god. it is 

a time for spiritual renewal.

prayers extra Piyyuts (poetry) are added to the 

traditional service including unetaneh tokef, 

leyl orech din and hineni

extra Piyyuts (poetry) are added to the 

service. in addition, we also have an extra 

service at the end of Yom Kippur called 

neila, which means “closing.”

Clothes We wear white to remind us of our priestly 

vestments and to begin anew. many wear a 

robe called a Kittel on both holy days.

We do not wear leather shoes on Yom 

Kippur. the torah commands us to afflict 

ourselves on this holiest day. “affliction” 

means that we are to deny ourselves  

certain “luxuries,” among them leather 

shoes and food.

Food We eat apples with honey to resemble a sweet 

new year.

Yom Kippur is a fast day that starts the 

night before. the last meal before is called 

seudat mafseket.

Customs We blast the shofar on Rosh hashanah and the 

entire month before that (but not on shabbat).

We do not wear cologne, perfumes, or 

makeup. showering is not allowed as well.
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hOLidays

Sukkot & 
Hoshanna Rabbah

Shemini Atzeret & 
Simchat Torah

date sukkot is the 15th of tishrei, which corresponds 

to Wednesday october 4th after sunset. sukkot 

is 8 days long in the diaspora and 7 days long in 

israel.

hoshanna Rabba is the final day of sukkot, the 

21st of tishrei, which is october 11th (at sunset).

shemini atzeret is the 22nd of tishrei, 

which corresponds to Wednesday, october 

11th after sunset.

simchat torah is on the 23rd of tishrei, 

which is thursday, october 12th after  

sunset.

about sukkot commemorates the exodus of the  

Jewish people where we lived in booths 

throughout our journey. 

hoshanna Rabbah is the time that our final 

pleas of forgiveness are heard by god and the 

book of life is sealed for the year. 

shemini atzeret literally means “the  

assembly of the eighth day.” it is a  

harvest holiday. 

on simchat torah we rejoice in the  

completion of the reading of the torah and 

begin it again. 

prayers We recite the hallel prayers and say hoshanot 

while holding our lulav and etrog and parade 

around the synagogue.

hoshanot are special prayers that are said as 

the congregation walks around the shul  

building holding their lulav and etrog.

on shemini atzeret we recite Yizkor and 

a special prayer for rain in israel and for 

bountiful crops. 

on simchat torah, each person is supposed 

to receive an aliyah to the torah. there are 

two special aliyot called hattan torah and 

hattan b’reisheet.

Customs We eat in huts called sukkot and shake the 

lulav, hadas, arava (palm, myrtle and Willow) 

while holding the etrog.

on hoshanna Rabbah we beat the arava 

branch (the willow) on the floor 5 times as  

if to beat out our own sins. 

on simchat torah we dance with the  

torah in seven processionals around  

the synagogue. 
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B’Nai MitzVahs

Leeza Rachel Bernhaut 

 

 
daughter of shani and samuel

sister of neil and eli

  
netzavim-Vayeilech 
 

September 16

Corey is an 8th grader at Horace Mann School where his favorite subjects are 
Science and History. His favorite free time activities are playing the violin and 
piano, reading, skiing and traveling.

For his Kesher Olam, Corey volunteered at the Rockleigh Jewish Home helping 
the elderly in his community, and organized a team to raise funds for the JFS 
Wheels for Meals Ride to Fight Hunger. Becoming a Bar Mitzvah is important to 
me because being raised with a Jewish education is greater than just practicing a 
religion. To me, Judaism is an identity, a history, a culture, a community, and a 
family. From my early youth, I was taught important Jewish values that today I 
hold near and dear to my heart. They include being kind to others, being grateful, 
the importance of community and family, observing and passing down Jewish 
traditions, holidays and rituals, a love of Israel and honoring my deep rooted 
heritage. All of this has culminated to shape the person I currently am and the 
person I aspire to become as a Jewish adult. 

Corey Brooks  

 

 
son of shari and gary

brother of peri, Zachary  
and maddie

  
Ki tavo 
 

September 9

Zachary is an 8th grader at Tenafly Middle School where his favorite subjects 
are Science and Social Studies. His favorite free time activities are playing 
baseball and basketball.

For his Kesher Olam, Zachary is working with Pitch In For Baseball. This is 
a non-profit organization that distributes new and gently used baseball and 
softball equipment to children in underprivileged areas in Israel and around 
the world. “Baseball has always been a huge part of my life.  While visiting an 
orphanage in Israel this past December, I realized that there were children 
in the world who could not play baseball because they could not afford 
equipment, I knew I wanted to help them enjoy the game as much as I do.”

Zachary Wasserlauf 

 

 
son of dara and matt

brother of theo and Zoe

  
netzavim-Vayeilech 
 

September 16

Coby is an 8th grader at Solomon Schechter Day School where his favorite 
subjects are Math, Science and History. His favorite free time activities are 
basketball, football and watching sports.

For his Kesher Olam, Coby volunteered with special needs kids through 
the Closter Challenger Program and Buddy Ball. Becoming a Bar Mitzvah 
is important to me because in Jewish law, you become a man at your Bar 
Mitzvah. It is a Jewish tradition that I feel obligated to fulfill, and I also want 
my parents to be happy for me. My Kesher Olam projects were important 
to me because I love sports and I want kids with special needs to also have 
the love for sports. As I become a Bar Mitzvah, I want to give back to the 
community by helping others. I hope to be able to continue supporting others 
in need in the years to come.

Coby Rabinowitz  

 

 
son of heather and adi

brother of maya and liana 

Ki tavo 
 

September 4 
Labor Day

Leeza is a 8th grader at Tenakill Middle School where her favorite subject is 
Science. Her favorite free time activities are reading, playing soccer, surfing and 
snowboarding.

For her Kesher Olam, Leeza has been volunteering with her Grandmother 
Deena who is a breast cancer survivor, aiding with her Susan G. Komen 
projects. For example, she had a table in a fair where she would teach younger 
kids about cancer and who Susan G. Komen was and made crafts. She also 
participated in several annual runs to raise money for breast cancer research. 
Becoming a Bat Mitzvah is very important to me. Not only does it symbolize 
growing up becoming independent it also shows how I am continuing my 
family’s longstanding Jewish education from generation to generation.
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Benjamin is a 7th grader at Norwood Public School where his favorite subject 
is Language Arts. His favorite free time activity is playing soccer.

For my Kesher Olam project I helped harvest produce in a small family owned 
farm, cleaned up the Closter Nature center and also aided in the collection 
and packing of much needed medicine and food for people abroad. My Kesher 
Olam projects taught me the value of helping others, and that volunteering 
your time for different causes makes a big impact. I feel that my Jewish 
education will be valuable to me because I will be able to teach my children 
and my children’s children all about what it means to be Jewish. When I go to 
Israel in the future I will know all about the different places and its history. 

Benjamin is a 8th grader at Tenakill Middle School where his favorite subject 
is Math. His favorite free time activity is playing basketball.

For my Kesher Olam I worked for the Challenger Basketball Program. This 
program is where kids like me come to be a coach working with challenged or 
disabled children. I am there so I can make a kid feel happy and good about 
themselves. My Kesher Olam project was meaningful to me for many reasons. 
One main reason is because the experience touched my heart. For example, 
when the kid you are working with makes a shot and then turns to look at you 
with a huge smile across his face, that was awesome! Also, I specifically worked 
with a boy named Clark. Every week I was excited to see him. I would wait at 
the door until he arrived. Every week we had so much fun that it went from 
being a chore to something I wanted to do and looked forward to. 

Benjamin Yaker  

 

 
son of delly and david

brother of leah and ilana

  
noah 
 

October 21

Benjamin Kushner   

 

 
son of michelle and  
Yisrael brother of sarah

  
breisheet  
 

October 14

Barrett is a 8th grader at Tenafly Middle School where his favorite subject 
is Science. His favorite free time activities include playing basketball and 
football.

For my Kesher Olam I worked for the Challenger Basketball Program, was 
a volunteer and donor at Hiefer farms and honored a child through the 
Remember Us program. I love sports and animals and wanted to give back to 
those less fortunate. I am also honored to be able to connect to a child victim 
of the Holocaust from the part of the world my grandparents came from. 

Barrett Abramowitz 

 

 
son of marni and Kenny

brother of bailey, addison and 
Jeremy

  
noah 
 

October 21

Max is a 7th grader at Tenakill Middle School where his favorite subjects are 
Math and Social Studies. His favorite free time activities include playing sports 
and video games with his friends.

To me my Bar Mitzvah is a way to be like my family and be part of the Jewish 
community at the same time. Everyone in my family has had a Bar Mitzvah 
so it is important that I have one too.  Since I started my journey to become a 
Bar Mitzvah I have learned a great deal about my family and I feel much more 
connected to them.  I hope that I will keep learning more about my family and 
the history of the Jewish people as I continue on my journey.

Max Ross  

 

 
son of bonnie and monty

brother of skyler

  
lech lecha 
 

October 28
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Jake is a 7th grader at Tenakill Middle School where his favorite subjects are Mandarin 
and Language Arts. His favorite free time activities include playing basketball, baseball 
and video games. 

For his Kesher Olam, Jake is collecting and donating sports equipment and toys for kids 
who have been victims of domestic violence, meaning they have been abused in their 
own homes. The place I am collecting for is the Center for Hope and Safety. This means 
a lot to me because it gives me a great feeling in my body that I am helping children in 
need. These children and their mothers are in the place they are now because they were 
being hurt at home, their safe place. I can’t imagine what it’s like to be in danger in my 
“safe place”.  I want to donate to them because I want to make their lives a little better, 
happier, and more fun. Becoming a Bar Mitzvah means a lot to me. One, becoming a 
Bar Mitzvah is important to me because it makes me feel older and more mature. Also 
it makes me feel happy to know I am joining the male figures of my family that have 
already had their Bar Mitzvah. I’m continuing a tradition that goes back as far as my 
great great grandparents. My grandfather had a lot of obstacles in South Carolina to 
becoming a Bar Mitzvah.  His grandfather helped build the first synagogue in their 
town so that he could become the first Bar Mitzvah there. I am grateful that my Jewish 
education has been a part of my life and that we have a beautiful synagogue in our town.

Jake Bern 

 

 
son of pamela and brett

brother of dylan

  
Chayei sarah 
 

November 11

Mia is a 7th grader at Haworth Public School where her favorite subjects are 
Social Studies and Science. Her favorite free time activities are having fun with 
friends, cuddling with her dog, Gibby, watching television and playing soccer.

For my Kesher Olam, I worked on Sundays at the Jewish Home at Rockleigh. 
I help the residents get to their recreation activities and stay at the activity. It 
was fun getting to know them and watch them enjoy the different things they 
get to do for fun.

It is important for me to become a Bat Mitzvah because it will help me get 
closer with my Jewish religion. The learning process for my Bat Mitzvah has 
already opened my eyes to so many new things in Judaism. I am very excited 
to become a Bat Mitzvah and share what I have learned with my family and 
friends.

Mia Wasser 

 

 
daughter of heather and marc

sister of olivia

  
Chayei sarah 
 

November 11

Wyatt is a 7th grader at Demarest Middle School where his favorite subjects 
are Science and Language Arts. His favorite free time activities include playing 
video games, the guitar, reading and wrestling. 

For my Kesher Olam, I have been playing and singing Hebrew songs on my 
guitar for the younger kids at Hebrew School.  This brings out the spirit 
of Shabbat and helps the children better connect to their Judaism.  It is 
important to me to become a Bar Mitzvah because I am ready to take the 
next step in my Jewish learning. My Jewish education will be of value to me 
throughout my life because it will allow me to be part of a greater community.

Wyatt Besnoy

 

 
son of Jill and Craig

brother of Jack and Charlotte 

  
Vayeira 
 

November 4

Skyler is a 7th grader at Tenakill Middle School where her favorite subjects are 
Social Studies and Art. Her favorite free time activity is playing Lacrosse.

When the words Bat Mitzvah come to mind I think of the words tradition and 
family.  While traditions can be done alone, to me the most special traditions 
are done with my family, my friends or people in my community.  A tradition 
becomes more meaningful over time and through repetition.  As such, a Bat 
Mitzvah is one of the most special traditions of our faith and history as a 
people.  Once I become a Bat Mitzvah I will become a woman in the eyes of the 
Jewish people.   When I step onto the Bimah I walk with pride knowing I am 
not alone.   My journey, and the path I have taken to get to this sacred place, is 
not unique.  Like women around the world, including my mother before me, I 
will chant the prayers and perform the customs that keep our traditions alive 
for the next generations.

Skyler Ross 

 

 
daughter of bonnie and monty

sister of max

  
lech lecha 
 

October 28

B’Nai MitzVahs
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Dina is a 7th grader at Tenafly Middle School where her favorite subjects are 
Language Arts, Technology and Math. Her favorite free time activities include 
playing the piano, writing and spending time with family and friends.

For my Kesher Olam, I volunteered at the Jewish Home at Rockleigh. I spoke 
with the residents about their lives and worked in the recreation room helping 
residents exercise and play word games. My Kesher Olam was meaningful 
because it taught me the importance of the Jewish values of being kind to 
everyone and helping those in need. I tried to make the Rockleigh residents 
days a little better by starting a conversation, giving them a hug, holding their 
hand or just smiling at them. 

Sara is a 7th grader at Solomon Schechter Day School of Bergen County 
where her favorite subjects are Language Arts and Math. Her favorite free time 
activities include playing the guitar, writing and art.

For my Kesher Olam, I volunteered monthly at the Jewish Home at Rockleigh 
assisting the elderly and escorting them to Saturday morning services. I 
really enjoyed helping the residents to participate in activities. I particularly 
liked hearing their life stories and talking with them. At Solomon Schechter 
Day School, I am learning the Hebrew language as well as Judaic Studies. 
Schechter, along with my preparations to become a Bat Mitzvah, have taught 
me the importance of respecting my heritage, culture and history. I look 
forward to passing these lessons on to future generations.  

Sara Emily Kronfeld  

 

 
daughter of suzanne and mark

sister of benjamin

  
Vayishlach 
 

December 2

Jordan is a 7th grader at Tenafly Middle School where his favorite subjects are 
Math, Social Studies and Gym. His favorite free time activities include playing 
football, basketball, lacrosse, tennis and hanging out with friends. 

For Kesher Olam, I am choosing to volunteer with Challenger Basketball.  
I’m doing this because I love playing basketball and want to share the fun 
of playing by teaching others. Becoming a Bar Mitzvah is important to me 
because it’s a milestone in the Jewish tradition that symbolizes my entrance 
into adulthood and the process of becoming a responsible member of the 
community. My Jewish education is important to me because it teaches me 
about my ancestors, Jewish laws and values, and strengthens my connection to 
my Jewish identity and heritage. 

Jordan Evan Zukoff 

 

 
son of shelly and seth

brother of Roy, danielle and 
natalie

  
Vayishlach 
 

December 2

Jacob Cook is a 7th grader, who attends the Dwight Englewood School 
where his favorite subject is math. He enjoys sports and plays on both the DE 
basketball and soccer teams, as well as the TUSC.

Jacob has been volunteering as a mentor for teens on the Autism spectrum 
through Popearth for the past two years. He especially likes to teach in the art 
programs. For his Kesher Olam, he will be collecting used sports equipment 
to donate to a school. “Becoming a Bar Mitzvah has helped me realize the 
importance of giving back in the community. I have always volunteered, but I 
feel more responsible now that I am considered an adult.”

Jacob Cook 

 

 
son of lorin and Jon

brother of peri, mara  
and samuel

  
miketz 
 

December 9

Dina Faye Shlufman  

 

 
daughter of sari and dan

sister of noah

  
Rosh Chodesh Kislev 
 

November 19
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Jayden is a 7th grader at Solomon Schechter Day School of Bergen County 
where his favorite subjects are Math and Science. His favorite free time 
activities include playing guitar, reading, drawing and computers.

I chose to connect to the world through my Kesher Olam Bar Mitzvah project 
by helping children diagnosed with cancer. My Kesher Olam is meaningful 
because my family has struggled with cancer. 

Becoming a Bar Mitzvah means so much to me because it is the next step to 
becoming more mature, more responsible, and closer to God and the Torah. 
My Jewish Education will be of great value throughout my life because I 
will know what to and what not to do in life like I was taught through the 
Mishnah. The Mishnah tells us many things to make our lives better, for us to 
be treated better and to treat others better.

Jayden Kol Shalom 

 

 
son of shari and sasi

brother of bodi

  
shemot 
 

January 6, 2018

Chase is a 7th grader at Demarest Middle School where his favorite subjects 
are Math, Science, Gym, Lunch and Recess. His favorite free time activities 
include practicing Hebrew, soccer and playing games.

For my Kersher Olam, I volunteered my time at a soup kitchen. This was 
meaningful to me because it showed me that not all children are as privileged 
as I am. It made me realize not only how lucky I am to have all that I do, but 
to be able to give back and use this to better the lives of others less fortunate 
is really meaningful to me. I enjoyed being able to help them. Being a Bar 
Mitzvah means that I will be able to help more people, because I will gain 
respect in my community. I am excited to be able to make a difference in the 
lives of others in the future. My Jewish Education will be very valuable to me in 
the future and I will be making my family very proud when I continue to pass 
down what I’ve learned for generations to come.

Chase Marks 

 

 
son of Jill and daniel

brother of samantha

  
Va’eira 
 

January 13, 2018

Joshua is a 7th grader at Tenakill Middle School where his favorite subject is 
Math. His favorite free time activities include playing piano, Tae Kwon Do, 
and making YouTube videos.  

I think my Jewish education will be of great value in my life. It teaches 
me about the history (torah) of Jews, what it means to be a Jew and how 
important it is to do mitzvahs.  Also, as said in  L’dor Vador, it will allow me to 
pass the tradition “from generation  to generation”.

Joshua Isaac Milman 

 

 
son of anna and edward

brother of elizabeth

  
shemot 
 

January 6, 2018

Aidan is a 7th grader at Dwight-Englewood School where his favorite subjects 
are History and Spanish. His favorite free time activities include playing 
lacrosse and basketball as well as hanging out with his brothers and friends.  

Becoming a Bar Mitzvah is important to me because it symbolizes my getting 
older which brings with it tons of extra responsibilities. I am so excited to 
become a Bar Mitzvah in Israel, as my brothers did. I feel as if I am going 
to have a moment in Israel where it all of a sudden hits me that I am now 
considered to be a Jewish man. I feel I can make more of a difference as a 
Jewish man, than as a child, because others will view me as someone capable of 
taking on big challenges. 

Aidan Langbaum  
Hunter 

 

 
son of teddi and ted

brother of ethan and ezra

  
Vayechi 
 

December 25

B’Nai MitzVahs
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Adam Robert Fredman 

 

 
son of sharon and Ken

brother of margot

  
Va’eira 
 

January 13, 2018

Benjamin is a 7th grader at Charles DeWolf Middle School where his favorite 
subjects are Math and Science. His favorite free time activities include tennis, 
playing video games, reading, Tae Kwon Do, playing basketball as well as 
spending time with family and friends.

My Kesher Olam is to sponsor a boy in need, in Israel, to twin our Bar 
Mitzvah.  It is important to me that all Jewish boys turning 13 are able to 
experience this most important time in their lives, the celebration of having 
a Bar Mitzvah. This is a great honor to help another Jewish boy become a Bar 
Mitzvah.  I want this boy to feel the comfort and support of family and friends 
on his special day as I will.

Adam is a 7th grader at Tenafly Middle School where his favorite subjects 
are Social Studies, Math and Science. His favorite free time activities include 
playing lacrosse, ice hockey and video games with friends.

For Kesher Olam, I am working on collecting new and gently used sports 
equipment for children with special needs and developmental disabilities. I am 
also hoping to raise money to send these children to summer camp. I am also 
volunteering for a fundraiser called “Athletes vs. Crohn’s” to connect young 
people afflicted with Crohn’s or colitis to athletes who have overcome similar 
challenges.

My Jewish Education is important to me because of the concept of L’dor V’dor 
from generation to generation. This means passing on the values I’ve learned 
to the next generation so it can grow and stay strong. The most important 
Jewish value I’ve learned is to not be a bystander and to help others that are 
less fortunate.

Benjamin Aaron  
Madoff  

 
son of esa and david

brother of emma and samuel

  
havdallah 
b’shalach 
 

January 20, 2018

Emma is a 7th grader at Charles DeWolf Middle School where her favorite 
subjects are Language Arts and Math. Her favorite free time activities include 
playing tennis, dancing and spending time with family and friends.

My Kesher Olam project is helping Jewish girls in a Children’s Home in Israel. 
I feel my Jewish education will continue to be of value to me throughout 
my life.  It shows me how to act as a person, help people and make sure that 
I always treat others the way I want to be treated. I am proud of my Jewish 
heritage. 

Emma Grace Madoff 

 

 
daughter of esa and david

sister of benjamin and samuel

  
havdallah 
b’shalach 
 

January 20, 2018
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we record with sincere appreciation the fol lowing donations

ASSOCIATE RABBI FREEDMAN’S 
DISCRETIONARY FUND
 syvlia sommer
donna Weintraub
in honor the birth of their grandson Ethan 
Michael Alster
 shari & bram alster
in honor of Rabbi Alex Freedman
 Carol & herbert marton
 sarah & david nanus
in memory of Nettie Berman
 susan marenoff-Zausner & daniel Zausner

CAMP RAMAH FUND
 melissa & andrew Rosenberg

CAMPAIGN FOR THE NEXT 
GENERATION
in honor of Ethan Hunter
 deena Katz

CANTOR SINGER’S DISCRETIONARY 
FUND

Joan bash
 susan hagoel
 naomi gansl z”l
in honor the birth of their grandson Ethan 
Michael Alster
 shari & bram alster
in honor of Cantor Israel Singer
 michelle & matthew grabell
 amy & adam Kent
in honor of the marriage of Shani & Yossi 
Milhem
    dana & James adler
    debbie & steven freesman
    debra & mark hirschberg
    marilyn linder
    inge silberthau

in memory of Helen Adler 
 stacey & alan faske
in memory of Naomi Gansl 
 stacey & alan faske
in memory of Barbara Kallman 
 marilyn linder
in memory of Helen Concoal 
 marilyn linder

CANTOR KURT SILBERMANN’S 
CHARITY FUND
in honor of the naming of Judith Helen Reed
 fran & Joshua Weingast

in memory of Nettie Berman
Judith & martin lebson

    Ronni m. shapiro
in memory of MaryAnne Boxt

Judith & martin lebson
in memory of Jacob Kind
   Judith & martin lebson
in memory of Leonard Nightingale

Judith & martin lebson

JERRY FINK MEMORIAL FUND
in memory of Nettie Berman
 diane fink
in memory of Leonard Nightingale
 diane fink

HERB VOGEL MEMORIAL FUND
in memory of Jana Meltzer
 Rebecca Vogel
in memory of Rachael Maltzer

Rebecca Vogel

KENNETH SCHINDLER MEMORIAL 
FUND
 loren & Jill Kleinman 
 andrea & lester samuels

PASSOVER TZEDAKAH FUND
in memory of Pauline Orenberg
 arnold & sandra gold
in memory of Jeffrey Silver
 arnold & sandra gold

RABBI KIRSHNER’S DISCRETIONARY 
FUND
susan hagoel
lawrence Kaplen
barbara & michael lissner
amy & peter miller
Caryn miller
Cathy & Richard miller
bonnie & Corey notis
shirley shapiro
donna & evan Weintraub
shelley & Justin Wimpfheimer

in honor the of birth of our grandson,
Ethan Michael Alster
   shari & bram alster
in honor of Matthew Brown’s bar mitzvah

Ronnie & edward grossman 

in honor of Seymore Graye’s birthday
   Rita Krell
in honor of Ethan Hunter
   alice hoffman
in honor of Rabbi David-Seth Kirshner
   michelle & matthew grabell

Jamie & michael Kopf

in memory of Nettie Berman
   louann & allan Reed
in memory of Steven Cohen
   Rita Krell
in memory of Len Finer
   evelyn & harry goldfeier
in memory of Regina Finer
  evelyn & harry goldfeier
in memory of Naomi Gansl
  louann & allan Reed
in memory of Henriette Marton
  Carol & herbert marton
in memory of Ralph Miller
  linda herman
  marjorie & Jay segal
in memory of Leonard Nightingale
  louann & allan Reed

RABBI ARTHUR HERTZBERG LIBRARY 
FUND
in memory of Jack Concoal
    marilyn linder

SISTERHOOD
in memory of Naomi Gansl
 melissa & andrew Rosenberg

SISTERHOOD GREETINGS
Ruth aach
gloria and Wilson aboudi
dana and James adler
amy and david albalah & family
alweiss family - gary, gayle, Ryan and max
lisa and bruce balsam
mrs. lovey beer
allan and dale bell and family
lindsey blatt
therese botwinik
lois brodie and family
nancy and howard brown
linda and bernard Chalfin
tracey and adam Collins
Jonathan and lorin Cook
Judy and Robert Cook
philip and amy Cushmaro

In honor of the birth of our grandson
Kota Fried-Boxt
Ruthellen fRied & laRRY boxt  MaRCh 20, 2017

Marriage of 
Ilana Fried & Gian Galang
shaRon & KennY fRied  OCtOBER 15, 2016

In honor of Ivy Grace Williams
Bat Mitzvah
With loVe, miRiam & ben nelson  jUNE 3, 2017

CONtRiBUtiONs 
tO OUR syNagOgUE
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dr. paul and mrs. betty dicker
Carlos and graciela donzis and family
Joanne and fred ehrlich and family
eleanor epstein
dr. Wayne and betty faber
Karen, steve, molly and Jesse farber
diane feit
debra and seth finkel and family
sharon and howard fox and family
marilyn frankel
susan and george freed
manny and myra genn
Kellie & paul gersh 
dottie glantz and family
toby and leon glazer and family
nancy and Joshua gillon and family
michele and Jason goldberg and family
ellen and shep goldfein
adina gordon, palo alto, Ca
Rebecca gordon
mildred and seymour graye
susan and ben gutman and family
mr. michael and dr. emily gutter
Rachelle and steven harz
Joann hassan
Reba herson
debra and mark hirschberg and family
Jodi brenner and henry hoberman
the holden family
eva holzer
the Jacob family
the Jesner family
Karen and Jeff isaacs and family
lynda, sheldon, Jessica, Jared, shaun and 
ethan Kest
gloria and harvey Klein
Rita Krell and family
michelle, izzy, sarah and ben Kushner
norma Wellington Koster
the Kronfeld family
lee langbaum
the lash family
mindy and howard lavin
Judy and marty lebson and family
Richard levine and Wendy hurst & Children
Roslyn and herman lieberman
Carolyn and Richard lieblich
eva and alan litt
the lipka/sherman family
Joan and gerry litzky
denise and michael mandelbaum
Carol and herbert marton
Rita merendino

adam and natalya michaels
elissa and Ken miller
Robin and alan miller
sharon molinas and Yale mitchel
sheila and harvey nadel
sarah and david nanus
miriam  nelson
the notis family
Jennifer and scott  ostfeld & family
the pavell family
felice and alan popper, matthew and harris
arleen and gary post
the Raucher family
the Redensky family
the Reed family
Jaclyn and paul Reichenberg
shelly Rosenberg
penny and david Rosen
ira and mindy Rothbaum
deborah and lawrence Rothstein
ada and stephen Rubinsky
lori and michael sackler
the satnick family
burton and shelah scherl
elisa and Jeffrey schwartz
Ruth ellen schiff seidenberg
barbara & Richard selman
elizabeth and gaurav seth
shirley shapiro
susan and Chuck silberman
sinensky and oremland family
dara, david and lilliana silver
the siminou family
Karen and gary singer and family
the skarbnik family
andrea and neil strahl and family
michele, steven, amanda and melissa 
sweetwood
benay and steven taub and family
Judy and brian terner and abby, brandon 
and phoebe
the toback family
the Ward family

the Wasserlauf family
fran and Joshua Weingast and family
donna and evan Weintraub and family
the Winograd family
the Winters family
marcy and paul Whitman
the Yehuda family, golan, dana, Justin and 
lindsey
amy and david Zagin
the Zingler family

TEMPLE FUND
in honor of your granddaughter Mia Juliette 
Abramow
 bonnie & edward henick
in honor of Wendy Adler
 perrry & martin granoff
in honor of Elissa Alster
 Cory & bonnie notis
in honor of your grandson, Ethan Michael 
Alster
 bonnie & edward henick
in honor of Gary Rosen Bluth
 debra oremland & arthur sinensky
in honor of Wyatt Besnoy
 sandra besnoy
in honor of Ronnie and Michael Brenner
 bonnie & edward henick
in honor of Zoey Ceitlin’s bat mitzvah
 shari & bram alster
 eva holzer
in honor of your grandson, Sam Dylan Cohen
 bonnie & edward henick
in honor of Evan Garden
   bonnie & edward henick
in honor of Sandra Gold
   pearl & michael bergstein
in honor of Seymore Graye’s birthday
   theresa feldman
   hadassa freed
   millie gray
   pearl & michael bergstein
in honor of your grandson, Gabriel Henick
   shari & bram alster
   Ronni & michael brenner
   bonni ehrhardt
in honor of Ethan Hunter
   drew anderson
in honor of Gloria Klein
 howard goldstein
in honor of Liza Kollender’s graduation
  fran & Joshua Weingast
in honor of Henry Lebson
  bonnie & barry gothelf
in honor of Goldie Levey
   bonnie & edward henick
in honor of Wendy Hurst & Richard Levine
   melinda lowell-paltrow
in honor of Benjamin Meisel’s graduation
   fran & Joshua Weingast
in honor of Jordan Meisel’s graduation
   fran & Joshua Weingast 
 
 

In honor of Brooke Seldes’s  
Bat Mitzvah
With loVe, mom, dad and maRissa                                          apRiL 29, 2017

In Celebration of Ben Sachs
Bar Mitzvah
With loVe, mom, dad and maRtY                                             apRiL 1, 2017

In honor of Danielle Rosenberg
Bat Mitzvah
With loVe & pRide, nana, mom, dad, sCott & aunt allison  May 13, 2017
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in honor of Shani & Yossi Milhem wedding
   pearl & michael bergstein
   Kathryn & neil eisler
in honor of Harvey Nadel
   lisa Kaplan
in honor of the marriage of Samantha & Ross 
Nacht
   Ronnie & michael brenner
in honor of Alan Popper, shem tov honoree 
   shari & bram alster
   debbie & steven freesman
   sharon molinas & Yale mitchel
   fran & Joshua Weingast
   melanie & barry Zingler
in honor of Alec Roger’s graduation
    fran & Joshua Weingast
in honor of Jamie Roger’s graduation
    fran & Joshua Weingast
in honor of Tessa Rubach graduation
    fran & Joshua Weingast
in honor of Cory Satnick’s graduation
   fran & Joshua Weingast
in honor of Dr. & Mrs. Newton Scherl’s 60th 
anniversary
    enid & edwin Ruzinsky
in honor of Brook Seldes’ bat mitzvah
    arlene salkin
in honor of Savine Singer
    susan & brad singer
in honor of the marriage of Alexandra & 
Harris Sokoloff 
    shirley shapiro
in honor of Temple Emanu-El
    amy & michael mazer
in honor of Jillian Weintraub’s graduation
    fran & Joshua Weingast
in honor of Hannah Weiss
   susan & brad singer
in honor of Ivy Williams’ bat mitzvah
    miriam & benjamin nelson
    shirley shapiro
in honor of Hannah Wolfer’s graduation
   fran & Joshua Weingast
in honor of Renee Wool’s graduation
    fran & Joshua Weingast
in honor of Barry Zingler
    melinda lowell-paltrow
in memory of David Aboudi
    gloria & Wilson aboudi
in memory of Rosa Aboudi
    gloria & Wilson aboudi
in memory of Elaine Adler
    dorothy glantz
in memory of Helen Adler
    Ronni & michael brenner 
    Kathryn & neil eisler
    debbie & steven freesman
in memory of Sidney Adler
    gail & Robert adler
in memory of Louis Altman
    Joan & gerald litzky
in memory of Selma J. Altman
   terry mazella 

in memory of Myrna Ascher
    terri & alan benvenisty
in memory of Nathan Baker
    susan & gerald baker
in memory of Alice Bank
    Kellie & paul gersh
in memory of Stanley Bard
    debbie & steven freesman
    debra & mark hirschberg
    gloria & harvey Klein
    loren & Jill Kleinman
    arleen & gary post
in memory of Abraham Barum
   helene birns
in memory of Albert Benvenisty
    terri & alan benvenisty
in memory of Doris Berde
    Judith & marty lebson   
    Ruth seidenberg
in memory of Nettie Berman
    Ronit & marc arginteanu
    helen & mickey berman
    Ronni & michael brenner
    eileen brustein
    Ruth Clausing
    gail Cohen
    allison & bruce egert
    debra Kaplan
    Rita Krell
    mindy & howard lavin
    shirley & larry Rubin
    Ruth seidenberg
    shirley shapiro
    debra oremland & arthur sinensky           
in memory of Harry Birns
    helene birns
in memory of Bertha Blotner
   Jeanette & oswald Wolf
in memory of Raphael Blum
   eva holzer
in memory of Warren Bonin
   andrea horowitz & Warren bonin

in memory of Esther Boveill
    Rosemarie & oscar tevelow
in memory of Eli Brodie
    louis brodie
in memory of Adeline Broitman
    dorothy glantz
in memory of Sari Browar 
    margaret browar
in memory of Corinne Buchalter
    Jill & maury buchalter
in memory of Anne Boxt
    Ronni & michael brenner
    sharon & Kenneth fried
    Joan & gerald litzky
    Ruth seidenberg
in memory of Evelyn Casser
    Carol gardy
in memory of Jules Casser
   Carol gardy
in memory of Richard Cohen
    marsha & paul Cohen
in memory of Howard Cole 
    Joanne Robert hammer
in memory of Alan Cohn
   marilyn & david starr
in memory of Jack Cottose
    harriet & arthur samuels
in memory of Mary Cottose
    harriet & artur samuels
in memory of Evelyn Davison Kulic
    steven davison
in memory of Louis Davison
    steven davison
in memory of Serena Dersovitz
    pamela & Roni dersovitz
in memory of Herman Dersovitz
    pamela & Roni dersovitz
in memory of Louis Davison
    sylvia englander
in memory of Evelyn Davison Kulic
    sylvia englander
in memory of Jack Diamond 
    ellen & lloyd sokoloff
in memory of Donald Dozier
   dee Kind
in memory of Ledwig Eisemann
    bea eisemann
in memory of Michael Eisemann
   bea eisemann
in memory of Ralph Eisemann
    bea eisemann
in memory of Susan Eisler
    Kathryn & neil eisler

In honor of the birth of our  
granddaughter, Lily Jade Garcia
With loVe,Robin & alan milleR                                         sEptEMBER 12, 2015

In honor of 
Brian David Winters
With loVe, mom, dad & sophie                                              FEBRUaRy 11, 2017

In honor of Ethan Hunter,  
Recipient of 2017 Youth Shem Tov Award 
With loVe and pRide, teddi & ted hunteR

CONtRiBUtiONs
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in memory of Max Englander
    sylvia englander
in memory of Nathan Englander
    sylvia englander
in memory of Alfred Ereki
    agnes ereki
in memory of Rose Eisner Wegner
   Reba herson
in memory of Bernard Faber
    betty & Wayne faber
in memory of Sidney Faber
    betty & Wayne faber
in memory of Isador Feier
   olivia lazarus
in memory of Milton Feier
    olivia lazarus
in memory of Alex Feuer
    laura & lewis nelson
in memory of David Feuer
    toni lattimer
in memory of Shirley R. Feuer
    toni lattimer
in memory of Regina Finer
    evelyn & harris goldfeier
in memory of Norman Fink
    linda & sheldon Kest
in memory of Lucille Fishbein
    leslie & eric fishbein
in memory of Steven Fishbein
    leslie & eric fishbein
in memory of Carole Fleischman
   arleen & gary post
in memory of Harry Freed
 hadassa freed
in memory of Robert Fredman
 sharon & Kenneth fredman
in memory of Sarah-Friedman-Teeter
 elizabeth friedman
in memory of Harold Galander
   lynne & mark hirschhorn
in memory of Hyman Gansl
   donna & evan Weintraub
in memory of Naomi Gansl
    pearl & michael bergstein
    Ronni & michael brenner
    Judith & Robert Cook
 Kathryn & neil eisler
    Karen & stephen farber
    debbie & steven freesman
    laura & Jeffrey gottlieb
    Judith & marty lebson
    Jayne petak
    Ruth seidenberg

    arleen & stuart Weissman
in memory of Louise Gartner
   samad azemoon
in memory of Terry Gothelf
   bonnie & barry gothelf
in memory of Phyllis Hertzberg
   pearl & michael bergstein
in memory of Tanya Garden
   esther & Richard garden
in memory of David Gardy
   Carol gardy
in memory of Jacob Gelb
   Ronda & alvin gelb
in memory of Jeffrey Gelb
   Ronda & alvin gelb
in memory of Bernard Gelberg
    lillian & murray handler
in memory of Everett Gelberg
   lillian & murray handler
in memory of Morris Gelberg
   lillian & murray handler
in memory of Rose Gelberg
   lillian & murray handler
in memory of Getta Geller
  susan gold
in memory of Gerson Geller
  susan gold
in memory of Yetta Geller
   susan gold
in memory Nathan Gendelman
   bernice & seymour gendelman
in memory of George Gershuny
   donald gershuny
in memory of Francine Gillman
   bruce gillman
in memory of Lillian Glantz
    dorothy glantz
in memory of Louis Glantz
    dorothy glantz
in memory of Steven Glantz 
   dorothy glantz
in memory of Clara Glotzer
   pnina & meyer Kattan
in memory of Peter Gold
   susan gold
in memory of Shelley Goldberg
   marsha & paul Cohen
in memory of Richard Golden
   Joseph Rubach
in memory of Sybel Goldin
   Rita merendino
in memory of Joseph Goldstein
   evelyn gray

in memory of Sophia Goldstein
   evelyn gray
in memory of Kenneth Gorelick
    arlene & Joseph taub
in memory of Sylvia Gorelick
   arlene & Joseph taub
in memory of Herbert Gordon
 Rebecca gordon
in memory of Rosette Gordon
   Ronit & marc arginteanu
   Ronni & michael brenner
   Ruth seidenberg
in memory of Sarah Gordon Peterman
   Judith & Robert Cook
in memory of Dora Grabinsy
   millie & seymore graye
in memory of Rose Griff
   susan & Jack Khazzam
in memory of Diana Grossman
    susan & benjamin gutmann
in memory of Jack Grossman
   sharon scherl & eric morgenstern
in memory of James Grossman
    Ronnie & edward grossman
in memory of Otto Gutmann
    susan & benjamin gutmann
in memory of George Handler
    lillian & murray handler
in memory of Dr. Phillip Handler
    lillian & murray handler
in memory of Stuart Handmaker
    ellen & elliot grosovsky
in memory of Joseph Harris
    susan & brad singer
in memory of Jules Hecht
    lois brodie
in memory of Howard Herman
    lovey beer
in memory of Miriam Herman
    lovey beer
in memory of Phyllis Hertzberg
    pearl & michael bergstein
    Reba herson
in memory of Leo Herson
    Reba herson
in memory of Pearl N. Herson
    Reba herson
in memory of Hadassah Heussinger
    hadassa freed
in memory of Martin Heussinger
    hadassa freed 
in memory of Atara Heyman
    elizabeth & Jacob heyman
in memory of Mark Heyman
    elizabeth & Jacob heyman
in memory of Bernard Holzer
    eva holzer
in memory of Hedwig Holzer
    eva holzer
    Viviana & Robert holzer
in memory of Richard Holzer
    eva holzer
in memory of Leslie Zwirn-Horowitz
    stephanie Zwirn
in memory of Jennie Horowitz
    ellen & elliot grosovsky
in memory of Anna Hurst
    Wendy & Richard levine
in memory of Zdenek Hruza
   sharon & Kenneth fried
   Judith & marty lebson
in memory of Hilda Isselbacher
   gail berney 

In honor of our granddaughter
Sarah Taub’s Bat Mitzvah 
With loVe and pRide, JudY & bob CooK                                MaRCh 4, 2017

In honor of the Bat Mitzvah of our  
granddaughter, Sarah Edy Taub 
With loVe, bubbie & ZaYde                                                       MaRCh 4, 2017
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in memory of Frances Israel
   Rita Krell
in memory of Sander Israel
   Rita Krell
in memory of Gertrude Isseks
   sheila & harvey nadel
in memory of Mary Jonas
    diane & daniel feit
in memory of Paul Jonas 
    diane & daniel feit
in memory of Eva Judas
    terry mazella
in memory of Adrienne Kahn
   melanie & barry Zingler
in memory of Doura Kahan
   lisa & andy ginsburg
   bonnie & Cory notis
in memory of Janet Kahnnovin
   arleen & stuart Weissman
in memory of Henry Kaine
    susan Kuzon
in memory of Virginia Kaine
    susan Kuzon
in memory of Harone Kattan
    pnina & meyer Kattan
in memory of Lazslo Katz
   Clara Katz
in memory of Daniel Kelmenjar
   aury & lee stollow
in memory of Rebecca Kerr
   olivia lazarus
in memory of David Kest 
    lynda & sheldon Kest
in memory of Frances Kest
   lynda & sheldon Kest
in memory of Eliahou Khazzam
   susan & Jack Khazzam
   Caroline sion
in memory of Reuben Khazzam
   Caroline sion
in memory of Saida Khazzam
    susan & Jack Khazzam
    Caroline sion
in memory of Jacob Kind
   Ruth seidenberg
in memory of Erwin Kirschner
   debra & Jonathan lanzkowsky
in memory of Rhoda Klar
 debra & marc hirschberg   
 susan & brad singer
in memory of Esther Klein
    shirley shapiro
in memory of Eugene Klein
    gloria & harvey Klein
in memory of Mitchell Klein
  allan & darryl tucker-lieberman
in memory of Max Klingenstein
   Kathryn & neil eisler
in memory of Ruth Klingenstein
   Kathryn & neil eisler
in memory of Marlene Koretz
    Judith & harvey marcus
in memory of Phillip Kramer
   edith & arnold spiegel
in memory of William Krell
   Rita Krell   
in memory of Mildred Krell
   Rita Krell
in memory of Morty Krell
    Rita Krell
in memory of Charles Lash
   allyson & steven lash
in memory of Ellen Laufer
   Judith & harvey marcus

in memory of Leon Lavinthal
   bonnie & barry gothelf
in memory of Lottie Lavinthal
   bonnie & barry gothelf
in memory of David Lebson
   Judith & marty lebson
in memory of Michael Lebson
   Judith & marty lebson
in memory of Ephraim Leeman
   fran & steven leeman
in memory of Murry Leiboff
    Jaclyn & paul Reichenberg
in memory of Roslyn Leiboff
    Jaclyn & paul Reichenberg
in memory of Miriam Levene
    edith & Jeffrey levene
in memory of Murray Leventhal
     Kathy & Richard leventhal
in memory of Alvin Levin
    Jodi levin & steven gerszberg
in memory of Milton Levitin
    lisa & mark spivack
in memory of Bernard Linder
     marilyn linder
in memory of David Litt
     dorothy litt
in memory of Irving Litt
     dorothy litt
in memory of Mildred Littman
     Robert littman
in memory of Sarah Litzky
     Joan & gerald litzky
in memory of Henrietta London
     pearl & michael bergstein
in memory of Anne Altman Lowell
     melinda lowell-paltrow
in memory of Mel Lubins
   brian scheuer
in memory of Philip Marcus
    Judith & harvey marcus
in memory of Anita Markowitz
    Kellie and paul gersh
in memory of Margery Marton
    Carol & herbert marton
in memory of Michael Masterov
    bella & boris masterov
in memory of Sara Masterov
    bella & boris masterov
in memory of Yury Masterov
    bella & boris masterov
in memory of Aaron Meltzer
    Rebecca Vogel
in memory of Margaret Meni
    Caroline sion
in memory of Reuven Merker
    anna stein & neal merker
in memory of Ralph Miller
   laura & Charles adler
   laure baumann
   mark Caldone
   Judith & Robert Cook
   Judith & stanley elowitch
   eleanor epstein
   Jeffrey feil
   paul fernicola
   gayle forst
   barbara franklin
   barbara friedland 
   hermine gladstone
   lawrence goldberg
   millie & seymore graye
   phyllis & andrew herz
   eva holzer
   gloria & harvey Klein

   Judith & marty lebson
   michael lewis
   Joan & gerald litzky
   david lowenfeld
   Judith marcus
   Joseph marl
   Rita merendino
   Joy & Kenneth ouriel
   susan saril
   diane & Richard savrann
   shelah & burton scherl
   Ruth seidenberg
   patricia smith
   serena sprague
   marilyn taub
in memory of Paul Milstein
    andrea & edward milstein
in memory of Rose Mintzer
     sylvia englander
in memory of Rochelle Mocsari
 dorothy glantz
in memory of Max Molinas
   sharon molinas & Yale mitchel
in memory of Rozelle Morris
   Judith & marty lebson
in memory of Julius Morrison
 irene morrison
in memory of Leonard Nightingale
   bernice & herbert applebaum
   allison & bruce egert
   sharon & Kenneth fried
   marilyn litzky
   alan & Robin miller
   Ruth seidenberg
   lillian & michael shakin
   debra oremland & arthur sinensky
   melanie & barry Zingler
in memory of Henry Nachamie
    dorothy glantz
in memory of Lisa Nachamie
    dorothy glantz
in memory of Sandy Nachamie
    dorothy glantz
in memory of Joel Nadel
    sheila & harvey nadel
in memory of Leslie Niederman
    marcy & paul Whitman
in memory of Susan Niederman
    marcy & paul Whitman
in memory of Irma Neisloss
    Kathy & Richard leventhal
in memory of Stanley Neisloss
     Kathy & Richard leventhal
in memory of Myrna Nelson
    laura & lewis nelson
in memory of Abraham Nemeroff
   Reba herson
in memory of Bessie Nemeroff
    Reba herson
in memory of Chana R. Nemeroff
    Reba herson
in memory of Mindy Nightingale
    amy & david albalah
in memory of Samuel R. Nirenstein
    myra & arnold gans
in memory of Rascha Ohsie
    shirley shapiro
in memory of Velvel Ohsie
    shirley shapiro
in memory of Edward Olan
    dorothy litt
in memory of Samuel Olan
    dorothy litt

CONtRiBUtiONs
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in memory of Lester Older
    melissa & andrew Rosenberg
in memory of Max Orenberg
    sandra & arnold gold
in memory of Vladimir Ostrovky
    inna & leon panich
in memory of Izrael Panich
    inna & leon panich
in memory of Lelia Pascariu
    ben pascariu
in memory of Fannie Pascher
    pearl & michael bergstein
in memory of Marilyn Peskin
    Jill & Jeffrey saunders
in memory of Harold Pinsker
    Rosemarie & oscar tevelow
in memory of Jacob Pinsker
    Rosemarie & oscar tevelow
in memory of Sonia Pinsker
   Rosemarie & oscar tevelow
in memory of Sylvia Porwich
    Carol & elliot porwich
in memory of Robert Post 
    dana & James adler
    arleen & gary post
in memory of Harry Potolsky
    arleen & gary post
in memory of Shirley Priceman
    dana & golan Yehuda
in memory of Irina Pushnits
    bella & boris masterov
in memory of Hazel Rabinowitz
    lindsay & michael Chiat 
    allison & bruce egert
    betty & Wayne faber
    debra oremland & arthur sinensky
in memory of Ada Rauchweiger
    eva holzer
    Viviana & Robert holzer
in memory of Herman Ravnitzky
    amy & david albalah
in memory of Beatrice Reichenberg
    Jaclyn & paul Reichenberg
in memory of Sianet Reichenberg
   Jaclyn & paul Reichenberg
in memory of Stephen Reichenberg
  Jaclyn & paul Reichenberg
in memory of Edward Resnick
 Wendy & arvin adler
in memory of Hilda Reutlinger
    Rita Krell
in memory of Gloria Rocke
    Jill & daniel Rocke
in memory of Abraham Rosenberg
    shelly Rosenberg
in memory of Dora Rosenberg
    shelly Rosenberg
in memory of Irwin Rosenberg
    elaine Rosenberg
in memory of Murray Rothbaum
    shari & bram alster
in memory of Jay P. Samuels
    harriet & arthur samuels
in memory of Harry Schachter
    Robert schachter
in memory of Janice Schloss
    norma & bernard Koster
in memory of Catherine Schlisser
    sheila & gabe schlisser
in memory of Irene Schmall
    stefanie & steven Rosner
in memory of Beatrice Schneider
   terry mazella

in memory of the Schwartz Family
    agnes ereki
in memory of Joseph Schwartz
    marilyn & bernie Yammer
in memory of Sandra Schweibel
   Kathryn & neil eisler
   michelle & mathew grabell
   Jill & loren Kleinman
in memory of Samuel Seiden
    millie & seymore graye
in memory of Herman Shafer
    david shafer
in memory of Martha Shafer 
    david shafer
in memory of Albert Shainmark
    Ronda & alvin gelb
in memory of Mildred Shainmark
    Ronda & alvin gelb
in memory of Ovadia Shaked
   Ronni & michael brenner
in memory of Reuben Shamash
    gloria & Wilson aboudi
in memory of Harris Shapiro
    shirley shapiro
in memory of Alan Sharf
   debbie & steven freesman
in memory of Daniel Sherman
    Joshua sherman
in memory of Harvey Sherman
    Joshua sherman
in memory of Jacob Shiff
    lorraine & gerald burstein
in memory of Trude Sichel
    bea eisemann
in memory of Herta Siesel
    sylvia sommers
in memory of Clara Silberhartz
    Rita merendino
in memory of Philip Silberhartz
    Rita merendino
in memory of Corrine Silberman
   susan & Chuck silberman
in memory of Elihu Silverberg
    Rita Krell
in memory of Sarah Silverberg
    Rita Krell
in memory of Zelda Silverberg
    Rita Krell
in memory of Dorothy Singer
    susan & brad singer
in memory of Fred Sion
    Caroline sion
in memory of Louise Sion
    Caroline sion
in memory of Ethel Skaller
    edith skaller
in memory of Joseph Skaller
    barry & deborah druskin   
in memory of Samuel Sloane
    daryll tucker lieberman  
 & allan lieberman
in memory of Iosif Slutsman
    bella & boris masterov
in memory of Aaron Moshe Slutsman
    bella & boris masterov
in memory of Annette Sokoloff
    ellen & lloyd sokoloff
in memory of Murray Sokoloff
    ellen & lloyd sokoloff
in memory of Blanche Solomon
    Rosalie & lon Rosen
in memory of Edmond Sommers
    sylvia sommers
in memory of Miriam Spiegel
    edith & arnold spiegel

in memory of the Spitzer Family
    agnes ereki
in memory of Marvin Leslie Stein
    anna stein & neal merker
in memory of Lillian Sternberg
    evelyn gray
in memory of Irving Stollow
    aury & lee stollow
in memory of Shirley Stollow
    aury & lee stollow
in memory of Martin Strahl
    andrea & neil strahl
in memory of Esther Surks
   audrey & Richard Winograd
in memory of Henry Taub
   arlene & Joseph taub
   benay & steven taub
in memory of Sandra Taub
   arlene & Joseph taub
in memory of Donald Tesser
    michelle & scott tesser
in memory of Bella Tevelow
    Rosemarie & oscar tevelow
in memory of Dave Tevelow
    Rosemarie & oscar tevelow
in memory of Adolf Vadas
    sheila & gabe schlisser
in memory of Tibor Vadas
   sheila & gabe schlisser
in memory of Herb Vanefsky
    lisabeth & gregory meisel
in memory of Larisa Veltzer
    Vitaly Veltzer
in memory of Nathan Vogel
     Rebecca Vogel
in memory of Paula Preston Vogel
     Rebecca Vogel
in memory of Daniel Waldheter
    linda Waldheter
in memory of Robert Wasserman
    Randi & michael Kollender
in memory of Julius Weinberg
    dorothy glantz
in memory of Rae Weinberg
    dorothy glantz
in memory of Allan Weinstein
    sara & howard Weinstein
in memory of Frank Weiss
    stacey & neil Weiss
in memory of Jenni Weiss
    marcy & paul Whitman
in memory of Louis Weiss
    marcy & paul Whitman
in memory of Anne Whitman
    Judy Wilson
in memory of Sydney Whitman
    Judy Wilson
in memory of Richard Widman
    Roberta & leonard ganz
in memory of Gerut Wieberdink
    elizabeth & Jacob heyman
in memory of Martin Wolgin
    lynn & stephen Wolgin
in memory of Lee Kanter Woods
 laurie Woods
in memory of Joseph Zavadivker
 lynda & sheldon Kest
in memory of Vilem Zelovic
 sharon & Kenneth fried
in memory of Alan Zimmerman
 barbara Zimmerman
in memory of Bernard Zimmerman
 Judith & marty lebson
 barbara Zimmerman
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wELCOME NEw MEMBERs

Karola Adams
englewood nJ

Elaine and Paul Berk 
morganville, nJ

Scott Book 
old tappan, nJ

Barbara and David Bortniker 
West orange, nJ

Merav and Adam Braun 
new York, nY

Stephanie and Marc Breslaw 
tenafly, nJ

Brenda and Usher Bryn 
hollywood, fl

Howard Chesler 
pine brook, nJ

Laura and Marc Cohen 
englewood, nJ

Taylor and Mitchell Dank 
new York, nY

Carly and Marshall Eisler 
new York, nY

Paula and Donald Etra 
los angeles, Ca

Sheryl Goldman 
paramus, nJ

Sandra and Shepard Grinker 
tenafly, nJ

Casey and Michael Halper 
demarest, nJ

Rachel and David Harris 
tenafly, nJ

Amy and Kenneth Hershman 
new York, nY

Jacqueline and Alan Kelin 
edison, nJ

Susan and Robert Kohlhagen 
englewood, nJ

Sarah and David Kukin 
englewood, nJ

Debbie Lang 
fair lawn, nJ

Elana and Boaz Lissauer 
englewood, nJ

Amy and Michael Mazer 
demarest, nJ

Michelle and Jay Mendelsohn 
hollywood, fl

Paulette and Gary  
Mendelsohn 
livingston, nJ

Elizabeth and Greg Miller 
demarest, nJ

Martha and Hugh Pollack 
new York, nY

Rebecca and Shai Redel 
Vineland, nJ

Shiri and Leon Redensky 
demarest, nJ

Mindy and Ira Rothbaum 
Cresskill, nJ

Sheri and Mark Schonfeld 
boston, ma

Michelle and David Shikhel 
union City, nJ

Marcia and Alan Skarbnik 
Closter, nJ

Jessica and David Spiegel 
haworth, nJ

Marion and Roy Udwin 
Closter, nJ

Lauren and Michael Weinberg 
Woodcliff lake, nJ

Renate and Herman Zelovic 
palisades, nY

tOdah RaBah

The congregation wishes to thank the following families for sponsoring a Kiddush, an Oneg Shabbat, Bimah flowers, and/or made a 
donation to the Closter Food Pantry. 

Robin and Steven Abramow in honor of 
the baby naming of their granddaughter, 
mia Juliette abramow. 

Marni and Kenny Abramowitz, in honor 
of their son, barrett’s bar mitzvah.

Tara and Scott Belous in honor of their 
daughter, ashley’s bat mitzvah.

Pamela and Brett Bern, in honor of their 
son, Jake’s bar mitzvah.

Shani and Sam Bernhaut, in honor of 
their daughter, leeza’s bat mitzvah.

Jill and Craig Besnoy, in honor of their 
son, Wyatt’s bar mitzvah.

Michelle and Glenn Brauntuch in honor 
of the marriage of their son, brian to 
Rebecca simon. 

Brenner Family in memory of myrna 
melzer, z”l.  

Brenner Family in honor of marilyn 
brenner’s 80th birthday.  

Shari and Gary Brooks in honor of their 
son, Corey’s bar mitzvah. 

Jill and Maury Buchalter in honor of the 
marriage of their son, Joshua to Janna 
mandel. 

Jennifer and Howard Cohen in honor of 
their son, Jake’s bar mitzvah. 

Sharon and Kenneth Fredman, in honor 
of their son, adam’s bar mitzvah.

Jennifer and Scott Garber in honor of 
their daughter, Jillian’s bat mitzvah.

Karina and Eugene Gorfin in honor of 
their daughter, Jacqueline’s bat mitzvah.

Millie and Sy Graye in honor of sy’s 90th 
birthday.

Alissa and Brad Greenberg in honor of 
their son, Jesse’s bar mitzvah.

Karen and Jeffrey Isaacs in honor of their 
son, matthew’s bar mitzvah.

Amy and Adam Kent in honor of their 
son, spencer’s bar mitzvah.

Michelle and Izzy Kushner, in honor of 
their son, benjamin’s bar mitzvah.

Suzanne and Mark Kronfeld, in honor of 
their daughter, sara’s bat mitzvah.

Barbara and Brian Lawrence in honor of 
their son, Joshua’s bar mitzvah. 

Lisa and Darren Lazarus in honor of their 
son, Jaden’s bar mitzvah.

Roslyn and Herman Lieberman in honor 
of herman’s 80th anniversary of his bar 
mitzvah.

Melissa and Russel Low in honor of their 
daughter, Reese’s bat mitzvah.

Esa and David Madoff, in honor of their 
children, benjamin and emma’s b’nai 
mitzvah.

Jill and Daniel Marks, in honor of their 
son, Chase’s bar mitzvah.

Ilene and Andrew Miller in honor of their 
daughter, noa’s bat mitzvah.

Anna and Edward Milman, in honor of 
their son, Joshua’s bar mitzvah.

Lisa and Moshe Naimi in celebration of 
passover. 

Heather and Jeff Pavell in honor of their 
daughter, Carlie’s bat mitzvah. 

Leslie and Mitchell Perlmutter in honor of 
their daughter, Rebecca’s bat mitzvah.

Marlene Hollander and Reid Horovitz 
honor of their children, aryn and dean’s 
b’nai mitzvah. 

Heather and Adi Rabinowitz in honor of 
their son, Jacob’s bar mitzvah.

Louann and Allan Reed in honor of the 
baby naming of their granddaughter, 
Judith helen Reed. 

Melissa and Andrew Rosenberg in honor 
of their daughter, danielle’s bat mitzvah.

Bonnie and Monty Ross in honor of their 
children, skyler and max’s b’nai mitzvah.

Shirley and Laurence Rubin in honor of 
the baby naming of their granddaughter, 
simone Relis Rubin. 

Tamar and Steven Sachs in honor of their 
son, ben’s bar mitzvah.

Shari and Sasi Shalom in honor of their 
son, Jaden’s bar mitzvah.

David Shikhel and Michelle Syskrot in 
honor of their upcoming marriage.

Sari and Daniel Shlufman in honor of 
their daughter, dina’s bat mitzvah.

Marla and Richard Seldes in honor of 
their daughter, brooke’s bat mitzvah.

Helayne Simon in honor of sisterhood 
shabbat. 

Ellen and Lloyd Sokoloff in memory of 
myrna sokoloff, z”l.

Ellen and Lloyd Sokoloff in honor of the 
marriage of their son, harris to alexandra 
Roszler. 

Jennifer and Lawrence Sweetwood in 
honor of their son, max’s bar mitzvah. 

Benay and Steven Taub in honor of their 
daughter, sarah’s bat mitzvah. 

Judy and Brian Terner in honor of their 
son, brandon’s bar mitzvah.

Heather and Marc Wasser in honor of 
their daughter, mia’s bat mitzvah.

Dara and Matthew Wasserlauf in honor 
of their son, Zachary’s bar mitzvah.

Rachel and Raymond Williams in honor 
of their daughter, ivy’s bat mitzvah. 

Nancy and Rick Winters in honor of their 
son, brian’s bar mitzvah.

Delly and David Yaker in honor of their 
son, benjamin’s bar mitzvah.

Shelly and Seth Zukoff in honor of their 
son, Jordan’s bar mitzvah.

CONtRiBUtiONs
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shake it up!
shake it up this sukkot with your very own Lulav and Etrog!

prices are $40/$60 for a standard/deluxe set.

Pick up date: Wednesday, october 4th after 12:00pm
We invite you to bring your lulav and etrog to services and experience the joy of sukkot.

orders due by september 27th

https://tecloster.wufoo.com/forms/shake-it-up/

ORdER tOday: 
 

name: 

phone:      # of sets:   @ $  total: $

please return forms with payment by september 27th to the temple office. temple emanu-el, 180 piermont Road, Closter, nJ 07624 

Arvin Adler on the death of his mother, 
helen adler z”l

Amy Albalah on the death of her father, 
leonard nightingale z”l

Pearl Bergstein on the death of her sister, 
Joyce schulman z”l

Jill Besnoy on the death of her mother, 
Rosette gordon z”l

Lawrence Boxt on the death of his 
mother, anne boxt z”l

Wayne Carlin on the death of his sister, 
deborah anes z”l

Nancy Cohen on the death of her father, 
newton oshinsky z”ll

Susan Freed on the death of her father, 
philip gliksman z”l

Jeffrey Gliksman on the death of his 
father, philip gliksman z”l

Meri Glasgall on the death of her mother, 
doris berde z”l

Michelle Grabell on the death of her 
father, stanley bard z”l

Gilah Haber on the death of her mother, 
sandra lewis z”l 

Bonnie Henick on the death of her 
mother, nettie berman z”l

Hertzberg Family on the death of phyllis 
hertzberg z”l

Eva Horn on the death of her father, 
Zdenek hruza z’l

Dee Kind on the death of her husband, 
Jacob Kind z”l

Bernie Koster on the death of his sister, 
diana burg z”l

Michele Kronfeld on the death of her 
mother, Rhoda Klar z”l

Heather Kushman on the death of her 
father, leon Rothke z”l 

Laura Long on the death of her mother, 
Ruth saporta z”l 

Jeffrey Mazlin on the death of his father, 
hyman mazlin z”l

Robin Miller on the death of her mother, 
sandra schweibel z”l 

Peter Miller on the death of his father, 
Ralph miller z”l

Sharon Nevins on the death of her 
mother, Rozelle morris z”l

Arnold Rabinowitz on the death of his 
mother, hazel Rabinowitz  z”l

Heidi Rigney on the death of her mother, 
doura Kahan z”l

Mitchell Rosenthal on the death of his 
father, stanley Rosenthal z”l

Ira Rothbaum on the death of his father, 
murray Rothbaum z”l

Gil Shaked on the death of his father, 
ovadia shaked z”l

Craig Sharf on the death of his brother, 
alan sharf z”l

Marc Wasser on the death of his mother, 
Carole Wasser z”l

Donna Weintraub on the death of her 
mother, naomi gansl z”l

iN MEMORiaM 
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hazak
tuesday, september 12th at 11:30 am.  

 
guest speaker: Felice Cohen 
author of the award-winning book  
“What Papa Told Me”, 
a memoir about her grandfather’s  
life before, during and after the war.

Religious  
school for You 
(Parents Class) 

sunday, september 17th at 10:15am.

have you always wanted to learn what your  
kids are learning in Religious school but were  
too afraid to ask?  do you feel that the train has  
left the station?  it has not!  

please join Rabbis Kirshner and freedman as they teach Judaism 101 to parents while their 
kids are learning at Religious school.  

open to all.  free to members/$18 non-members. 

RsVp by visiting templeemanu-el.com
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pROgRaMs

Thursday, October 26th 
12:00 pm.  

take a break from the grind of 
work in the City and surrounding 
areas to study torah and break 
bread with Rabbi Kirshner!

RSVP by visiting  
templeemanu-el.com

Thursday, October 26th 
7:30 pm

Join members living in manhattan 
and surrounding areas to enjoy 
a beer while looking back and 
forward with the clergy of  
temple emanu-el!

The Press Lounge 
653 1th Avenue 
New York, NY
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November 2017 
danny dayan and dani dayan 

October 28 
Julian Zelizer 

january 13, 2018 
Rabbi gerry Zelizer

december 2 
steve bayme 

March 14, 2018 
susie fishbein 

March 3, 2018 
gil troy

january 27, 2018 
Rachel Korazim 

April 28, 2018 
sgt. benjamin anthony 

scholars in Residence

september 9 
prof. steven m. Cohen 

september 16 
senator lindsey graham 
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Fifth annual steak –n- scotch in the sukkah! Count me in!

name/s:  

email/phone: 

names of friends/guests: 

# of people @ $36 per person:      total enclosed:

fifth annual
steak –n- scotch in the sukkah! 
Monday, October 9th 
 

please join us for minyan at 7:00pm followed by a delicious  

and fun night with the guys.  
 

7:30pm  hors d’oeuvres 

8:30pm  bbQ buffet dinner by northern Valley affairs 
 

$36 per person with advance registration.  

Registration at the door is $46. must be 21 and over to attend.  

sponsorships available!  
 

Contact evan schwarz at schwarzdmd@gmail.com  

for more information. 
 

RsVp to the temple Office by October 2nd  
 

templeemanu-el.com/mensclub/scotchandsteak

MEN’s CLUB MEEtiNgs

*Note: Now Monday evenings 
sept 18 nov 13             Jan 22 
oct 16  dec 11

minyan at 7:00pm. meeting to follow. 
all are welcome! 
to get involved, please email evan 
schwarz

RisE & shiNE

Men’s study group 
w/ Rabbi Kirshner 
6:30am on select thursdays in 
englewood. see calendar for dates
   
Chairperson barry Zingler 
bzing25@gmail.com

saVE thE datE

Comedy Night 
saturday, January 27

MEN’s 
CLUB

annual fantasy 
football league
draft, tuesday, september 5th, 7:30 pm sharp at thE tEMpLE 
pizza will be served.
 
Cost is $100 per team. includes membership in the league and the 
first 10 player pickups (includes waivers and trades). 

all money is distributed to the top three teams in each league at 
the end of the season.  
 
Advance Registration REQUIRED!  
Deadline to reserve your spot is August 30!
 
if you have any questions or to RsVp, please email league  
Commissioner, Josh levinson at joshlevinson@artistictile.com
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sistERhOOd

flowers for Rosh hashanah

Order Flowers For your holiday table From sisterhood

place order by september 8th

mail: holiday flower order 

180 piermont Rd, Closter, nJ 07624  

fax: (201) 750-1894 

templeemanu-el.com/sisterhood/holidayflowers

Your name: _________________________________________________

address:____________________________________________________

phone: __________________ email:_____________________________

 i am ordering for my home

 (Delivery will be to the address above, Bergen County only)

 i am sending the flowers to:  

 (Delivery in Bergen County only)

Your name_________________________________________________

address____________________________________________________

phone __________________ email_____________________________

note to include_____________________________________________

please choose:   

a$85 large tall           

B $70 large 6x6 square

C $70 oblong

d $60 small square 5x5

 
please make checks payable to sisterhood of temple emanu-el. all orders must be placed 

and pre-paid by september 8th. delivery charges included. pictured flowers are representation  

of size and arrangement. actual flowers are based on availability from israel. if you would  

like to place more than one order, please make multiple copies of this ad or register online.

a

B

C

d
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Join sisterhood for 
mishloach manot 2018    
this is sisterhood’s most important fundraiser of the year. last year 

we delivered almost 800 bags to our extended temple family.  
 

sisterhood supports: 

• synagogue programs • scholarships * mitzvah projects 
 

Be part of this incredible Purim Team!   
Volunteers always needed!
 

packing: tuesday, February 20th 9:30am 
delivery: February 20th-27th. No delivery on shabbat. 
 

For more information and/or to volunteer, contact Ruth pomerantz  

201-767-5468 or vraimom@aol.com

sake and sushi in  
the sukkah    
 

sponsored by temple emanu-el sisterhood 
Join us at 7:00pm for minyan followed by an amazing,  
can’t miss “ladies night” 
 

when: October 10th at 7:30pM 
 
 
Complimentary for sisterhood members.  
(non member: $36 per person)
 
to register online,  
visit: templeemanu-el.com/sisterhood/sakeandsushi 

for questions, contact  
Jaime Ceitlin - jceitlin22@verizon.net 
andrea strahl - ajstrahl@gmail.com

iMpORtaNt: please let the temple 
office know if your email and/or 
home address has changed.

sake and sushi in the sukkah - Ladies Only

name:  

phone: 

email: 

# of people attending:

Sisterhood meetings will be on  
the first Monday of the month  
at 7:30 pm

sep 11  dec 4 
nov 6  Jan 8 

 
women’s study group 
w/ Rabbi Kirshner 
 
10:30am on fridays 
at temple emanu-el 
 
sept 15 nov 17 
oct 20 Jan 26

sistERhOOd EVENts
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Temple Emanu-El  
Newsletter

TEN

to advertise in the TEN please contact

william samuel    
samuel@templeemanu-el.com
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